


A rising international star challenging 
the stereotypes of storytelling

Article by Karen LeBlanc @adesigntourist
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In this game-changing moment of global storytelling, Alejandro Nones 
is a new breed of actor as streaming platforms challenge what, why, and 
how we watch television. The 38-year old Venzeluan born actor stars in 
Netflix’s global hit series, Who Killed Sara? A Mexican mystery thriller 

with a worldwide fanbase.  
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“It’s an exciting time to be an actor because there are more 
opportunities with so many platforms to see content that 
opens up the world for everybody. In the United States, 
the show was number one for almost a month. That was 
crazy to me because it’s a show in another language. People 
connected to it who weren’t used to watching Spanish 
language shows,” Alejandro says.

Alejandro Nones plays from the heart in life and work, 
a vulnerability that translates to his on-screen character 
Rodolfo Lazcano, the son of a billionaire and boyfriend of 
the title character, Sara, before her mysterious death. 

He has been working non-stop for the last two years, living 
in Mexico, the country that launched his acting career in 
Televisa-produced soap operas and TV series.

On the day we spoke, Alejandro had just returned from 
a month in Europe attending Cannes Film Festival and 
traveling. He sat outside his apartment in Mexico City, 
unassuming in his workout clothes and hidden plain sight 
from his growing and enthusiastic fanbase. Such is the 
enigma of Alejandro—unpretentious and untarnished by 
his growing cult of celebrity. 

“Mexico has opened the doors for me in a special way. 
I launched my career here.  I’m very thankful for this 
country and how they are open to people from different 
places. I’m just an actor here,” Alejandro says. 

Just as Alejandro was preparing to move to Los Angeles in 
February of last year, he got the role of Rodolfo Lazcano in 
Who Killed Sara? Alejandro planned on a ten-week shoot 
that turned into two seasons, wrapping up in December.
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While he was filming the series in a remote location, 
mostly unplugged from digital connectivity, Who Killed 
Sara? was building a global audience to become Netflix’s 
most-watched foreign-language series to date.  “I was 
shooting all day long in the middle of nowhere in a place 
with a limited cell phone signal. All information we would 
get on set was through Instagram or Twitter. The day after 
I finished filming Who Killed Sara? I went to Cannes Film 
Festival, and it was surreal, crazy, and unexpected to see all 
of the people who knew my name. That was the first direct 
connection with the success of the show,” Alejandro says. 

Netf lix has renewed the series for a third season with 
production starting in October, proof that people are 
hungry for content unchecked by borders and fresh 
storytelling. Streaming TV is opening up a world of 
opportunity for actors and audiences providing alternatives 
to the tired scripts and stereotypical plotlines that have 
dominated entertainment for far too long. 

“I’m not telling you this from my ego. I’m trying to express 
how powerful the moment of being an actor is because 
you can cross borders and break stereotypes. I think I’m 
very lucky to be an actor at this moment and to be in this 
show,” Alejandro says. 

“With streaming platforms such as Netf lix, you can 
connect with viewers in so many countries. People are 
open to watching stores set in different places and filmed 
in different languages. Thanks to streaming TV,  people 
have more control over the content they consume and 
expect different stories.” 

LAPALMEMAGAZINE.COM
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 In January, Alejandro headed to the set of Malverde: El 
Santo Patrón (Malverde: The Patron Saint), a Telemundo 
series that tells the story of popular Mexican folk hero, 
Malverde, set in the early 1900s. Alejandro’s character is 
Nezario Aguilar, the righthand man in Malverde’s gang,  a 
role that draws on the actor’s Vaquero talents. “I was like a 
kid playing with all the toys. I got to play Mexican cowboy. 
Although I’ve been riding most of my life, I did train with 
the horses for a month before filming,” Alejandro says.  

The series tells the story of the famous “narco-saint” who 
stole from the rich and gave to the poor and debuts on 
Telemundo in September, launching on Netflix next year.  

On the Friday we spoke, Alejandro’s weekend plans 
involved lots of “homework.” “I’m very focused on sleeping 
a lot. This is the first time I’ve had time to sleep in months. 
I have four scripts to read and two characters that I have 
to prepare for shows. I have a lot of homework to do. To 
be honest, that’s my favorite part of being an actor. I love 
when I’m at home studying the character, the energy, the 
way he talks—all the details.” 

Alejandro was also spending his downtime getting in 
top form for an upcoming photoshoot in Madrid before 
heading to the Venice Film Festival to promote the film 
La Caja (The Box), which he produced with Venezuelan 
director Lorenzo Vigas.  “He is a very good friend of 
mine. I love him as a brother. I also respect him so much 
as a director. The movie was filmed in Mexico, so I was 
able to help develop the movie in different ways. I think 
it’s a masterpiece.” La Caja will also compete at the San 
Sebastian International Film Festival. The busy actor is 
also preparing to perform in a play in September and is 
fielding new scripts for projects, including one that films 
in the Middle East. 
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“At the same time, I’m waiting on answers to some of my 
recent auditions. That’s the life of an actor. I decided a 
long time ago not to expect much. To be the best actor I 
can be, I have to focus on what’s before me and what’s in 
my control.  I’m at an extraordinary moment in my career 
and my life. I’m having a great time, and I’m trying to be 
more humble than ever and be connected to all the people 
who have been in life all these years—my agents and all 
the people who believed in me and helped open doors,” 
Alejandro says.

Navigating that balance between being an actor and a 
celebrity means staying grounded, humble and authentic to 
the artform and self. It’s one of the greatest challenges for 
many actors, so I asked Alejandro how he wanted to grow 
and evolve personally and professionally. He answered with 
his characteristic candidness. “I have nothing prepared, 
so I’m talking from my heart. Right now is a surreal 
moment in my career, and I’m very emotional about that. 
After so many years of hard work, I need to stay faithful 
to acting; not the consequence of being an actor. I want 
to continue finding places where I can tell stories around 
the world— good stories with no borders. I want to be 
strategic about how I can get certain characters and shows 
to the international audience. I want to be an actor of the 
world.”  

LAPALMEMAGAZINE.COM
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Movie Trailer Makers Get 
Their Red Carpet Moment

The Golden Trailer Awards Spotlight 
this Unsung Cinematic Artform 

Article by:Karen LeBlanc 
@TheDesignTouristShow

Jonathan Gitlin, Partner and President of Create Advertising
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The trail to an Oscar-winning movie often begins with the 
trailer, that two-minute teaser and storytelling feat that 
hooks the viewer to watch the feature-length film. Mov-
ie trailers create buzz, become pop culture ephemera, and 
turn films into blockbusters. This immense creative power 
traces back to the editors and creators of this short-form 
artform who get their red carpet moment with the annual 
Golden Trailer Awards. 

Known as the “Oscars of the movie trailer industry,” the 
21-year-old award show highlights the best in movie trail-
ers and the artists who make them. Sisters and producing 
partners Evelyn Brady-Watters and Monica Brady founded 
the Golden Trailer Awards to recognize the talented profes-
sionals who create these mini-epics that enthrall and entice 
moviegoers with a competition dedicated to this cinematic 
art form.  

“Movie trailer editors are the unsung heroes of an art form 
that makes or breaks the success of a movie. There is a com-
mon misconception that the editor who cuts the film also 
cuts the trailer, but that is not the case. That is rarely the 
case,” Monica says. 

The sisters founded the Golden Trailer Awards in 2000 in 
New York City after searching for a movie trailer editor for 
their project. 

“In 1999, we had optioned the rights to a novel by F. Scott 
Fitzgerald and wanted to make a trailer to raise funds for 
the film. In our search for the best trailer editors, we found 
that many were anonymous. Most film credits didn’t ac-
knowledge the movie trailer creators, so we started an 
awards show to recognize the best movie trailers. “The Wall 
Street Journal called us the Academy Awards for the short 
attention span,” Evelyn says. 

The Golden Trailer Awards recognizes outstanding movie 
trailers in 119 categories ranging from Best Drama to the 
Golden Fleece with submissions from studios, independent 
films, and foreign films. A jury consisting of top-level direc-
tors, producers, actors, writers, executives, and advertising 
creatives reviews the entries and chooses the winners. 

“The competition offers a level playing field for indepen-
dent films and big-budget films because they compete in 
their own categories. Trailer houses self-nominate,” Monica 
says. 

The sisters staged the 21st annual Golden Trailer Awards 
show in Greenville, Tennessee, a departure from its Los An-
geles venue due to pandemic restrictions. The event took 
place at the Niswonger Performing Arts Center (NPAC) 
with in-person attendance and a live stream broadcast, 
honoring two years’ worth of winners. “It was a double year 

of talent with movie trailer entrants from April 2019 to 
April 2021. It was a tough call to go forward and celebrate 
the industry, and we needed to do it in a safe environment 
where people could participate at their level of comfort,” 
Monica explains. 

Comedian Leanne Morgan hosted the event along with 
comedian Karen Mills, stand-up comic Josh Black, coun-
try-pop artist Jesslee, and actor and comedian Neal Reddy 
from Netflix’s Queer Eye.

Create Advertising, with 18 Golden Trailer Nominations, 
won Best of Show and Best Horror for A Quiet Place: Part 
II. “The movie trailer was rooted in telling the story through 
sound design because there was not a lot of dialogue. Eric 
Archer and the team did an incredible job conveying the 
fear and the intensity of the film through sound design,” 
says Jonathan Gitlin, Partner and President of Create Ad-
vertising. 

Movie trailer creation is a highly competitive industry, and 
often studios hire several editing houses to work on the 
same movie trailer. Create Advertising competes for the job 
then competes with other agencies while the client decides 
which final version of the movie trailer will air. “Every day, 
we are challenged to innovate and grow increasingly more 
creative in our approach to storytelling, Jonathan says. 
“The competition is motivating because it requires us to 
break through on two levels: Among other agencies and 
other content. We’ve been successful because we root our 
storytelling in a creative strategy, carefully architecting how 
the visuals, sound, graphics, and cutting style work togeth-
er to not only represent the ethos of the film experience 
but to capture the immediacy of interest among a sea of 
other content,” Jonathan says.  The 16-year-old company 
operates out of two offices, one in Los Angeles and one in 
London, with 100 employees across both offices.

Create Advertising took home five wins from the 2021 
Golden Trailer Awards. “Best of Show is the most presti-
gious award and helps elevate our company from both a cli-
ent and recruiting standpoint because editors and design-
ers want to be at a company that is doing groundbreaking 
work,” Jonathan says.

Jump Cut, based in New York City, won Best Documen-
tary Trailer and Best Foreign Documentary trailer for The 
Painter and the Thief and Best Foreign Independent Trailer 
the Oscar-winner, Parasite.

“It took some finessing to create The Painter and the Thief 
trailer because there were multiple story threads to convey 
without giving too much away. We brought genre elements 
into this documentary, so I was able to edit the trailer to feel 
like a thriller. I think that is why it grabbed people’s atten-
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tion. The film looked like something the audience hadn’t 
seen and wanted to see,” says Stephen Garrett, founder of 
Jump Cut. 

Stephen thrives on the creative challenge of editing movie 
trailers, especially esoteric, independent films. “I’m drawn 
to movies that make you think differently about the medi-
um of the film. The most meaningful films for me are the 
ones that linger in my thoughts long after,” says Stephen. 
“As movie trailer creators, we break the film into parts and 
reassemble them much like turning a car into a motorcycle 
that is sleek, shiny, fast, and makes a lot of noise,” Stephen 
explains.  

Over the years, his independent advertising agency has won 
more than a dozen Golden Trailer Awards. “The industry 
is rapidly changing, so to be able to have the consistency 
of an award show that recognizes talent and good work is 
so important to us and clients.  I believe the film industry 
relies on the Golden Trailer Awards as a resource for finding 
great talent,” Stephen says. 

One of the awards shows highlights is the Golden Fleece 
Award, honoring the trailer that was better than the actual 
film. This year’s Golden Fleece winner was the movie trailer 
for Capone. 

“You know it’s a great trailer when you hated the movie, 
but you loved the trailer. I find it refreshing that the mov-
ie industry can have self-deprecating humor about being a 
Golden Fleece winner,” Evelyn says. 

The sisters say several essential ingredients make for an 
award-winning movie trailer—a strong beginning that 
hooks everyone and leaves them wanting to go to the the-
ater. “It has great cinematography, pacing, and music be-
cause auditory recall is the second most powerful recall for 
the brain,” Monica says. 

This hint, tease, and thrill of not knowing, and the build-
up leaves audiences filling in the blanks making the movie 
trailer the quintessential conversation starter.  “I would say 
the trailer is one of the major driving forces in pop culture. 
The common bond is to talk about the movie trailers, what 
we want to see and what excites us,” Evelyn says  

For the 21st annual event, the sisters invited first responders 
and healthcare workers to attend as special guests.  “They 
went to work (while we stayed home streaming) and kept 
us all going. We offered our sincerest gratitude and a night 
to enjoy a fun night of entertainment,” Monica says. 

For next year’s event, the sisters hope to air the Golden 
Trailer Awards on prime-time TV. To see the complete list 
of winners, visit: https://goldentrailer.com/

Stephen Garrett, Founder of Jump Cut

Comedians Leanne Morgan and Karen Mills, presenters at the Golden Trailer Awards

Jump Cut



Comedians Leanne Morgan and Karen Mills, presenters at the Golden Trailer Awards

Create Advertising Stephen Garrett

(Pictured from left to right) Comedian Leanne Morgan, country-pop artist Jesslee, comedian Karen Mills,  actor and 
comedian Neal Reddy from Netf lix’s Queer Eye, stand-up comic Josh Black, Evelyn Brady-Watters and Monica  Brady

Jonathan Gitlin, Partner and 
President of Create Advertising

Karen LeBlanc, filming and reporting from 
The Golden Trailer Awards


